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Models of Decarbonization or Land Use

• Where are the people?
• Assumptions about human perception, comprehension, 

and choice either missing or implicit
• Rational updating and rational choice: Homo economicus

• Perceptions and comprehensions mostly considered ex-
post, for implementation/”marketing” 

• IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (2014) first mention of nonrational 
decision processes

• How do all people differ from homo economicus?
• How do people differ from each other?



What you should know about Homo Sapiens
• Subject to finite attention and processing capacity

• Query theory (Johnson et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007) à Myopia, Status-Quo Bias

• Has many goals, often conflicting
• Self- and other-regarding, psychological
• Only activated goals play a role

• Evaluates outcomes in relative fashion à “compared to what?”
• Prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979)

• Learns best by trial-and-error (“getting hurt”) à ‘Seeing is believing’

• Committed to convictions, tribal à‘Believing is seeing’

• Multiple decision modes
• Calculation-based
• Emotion-based 
• Rule-based



Why incorporate realistic models of human actors?

• Complication
• Increases uncertainty

• E.g.,  in predicting 2100 global temperature

• Opportunity
• Explains status-quo bias and other barriers        to change
• Increases entry points for more effective behavior change, to improve uptake of 

supply-side solutions and add demand-side solutions
• IPCC Sixth Assessment Report (2021) has stand-alone chapter on demand-side solutions



Brief History on Psychological Modeling of Judgment and Choice

• Psychophysics and Weber’s law (1834)
• Bounded rationality (March, 1957) 

• Selectivity and activation 

• Abundance of human responses
• Multiple goals
• Multiple decision modes



Psychophysics and Weber’s law (1834)

“Just noticeable difference (JND)”
Delta (I) / I = constant

Valuation is relative, not absolute 
à “compared to what?”
à Neurons encode change

Prospect theory
(Kahneman &Tversky, 1979) 
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Fig. 1 The valuation of outcomes in prospect theory. The prospect theory (PT) value function
passes (Eqs. 4, 5 and 6) through a reference point (wref), or status quo. Its s-shape indicates that
risk preferences (!) over negative prospects are not a mirror image of their preferences over positive
prospects. While decision makers are risk-averse over prospects involving gains, they are risk-loving
over prospects involving losses. As the function’s asymmetry implies, given the same variation in
absolute value, there is a bigger impact of losses than of gains (loss aversion, "). In contrast to
expected utility theory, the PT value function measures losses and gains, not absolute wealth

where the function h(#w) is the step function
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and " is a parameter (" > 1) that reflects increasing loss aversion. The exponent !

in Eq. 5 ranges between 0 and 1 and describes the curvature of the value function.
Because of the discontinuity at the reference point, ! describes the degree of risk
aversion (concavity) in the domain of gains and the degree of risk seeking (convexity)
in the domain of losses.

4 Empirical approach

4.1 Crop yield simulation

In collaboration with our regional stakeholders, we defined 64 different cropping
alternatives (CAs) that reflect a realistic range of cultivation options for the study
area (Bert et al. 2006, 2007). Several CAs are associated with the same crop, although
involving different management options, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, where the
monetary units are constant US dollars equivalent to the median of 2000–2005
prices. Each CA combines (a) a crop (maize, full-cycle soybean and wheat–soybean),
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Abstract In many places, predictions of regional climate variability associated with
the El Niño–Southern Oscillation phenomenon offer the potential to improve farm-
ers’ decision outcomes, by mitigating the negative impacts of adverse conditions or
by taking advantage of favorable conditions. While the notion that climate forecasts
are potentially valuable has been established, questions of when they may be more
or less valuable have proven harder to resolve. Using simulations, we estimate
the expected value of seasonal climate information under alternative assumptions
about (a) land tenure (ownership vs. short-term leases) and (b) the decision maker’s
objective function (expected utility vs. prospect theory value function maximization),
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Fig. 3 EVOI in $ ha!1

certainty equivalent units for
EU and a land owners and b
land tenants

(a) EU - Owners

(b) EU - Tenants

Raising and stabilizing farm incomes is an important policy goal, so we are also
interested in how assumptions regarding land tenure and decision processes might
influence farm incomes. In general, economic returns per hectare are greater for
owners, because of differences in fixed and structural costs, as shown in Tables 1
and 2, which implies that relaxing our rotational constraints on owners would merely
replicate the tenant decisions. Because land tenure matters more than cognitive
process in terms of optimal land allocations, we are not surprised to see that it does
so as well for income levels, as indicated by the economic returns in Tables 1 and 2
and the land allocations in Fig. 2. For owners, income per hectare is about $164 ha!1,
while for tenants income is about $71 ha!1. For brevity, and because of the similarity
of our findings across the parameter space considered, we mention here only repre-
sentative cases shown in Fig. 2, in comparing farm incomes optimized on climatology
vs. that optimized on ENSO phase. For EU/Tenants, incomes for climatological and
perfect phase information are $69.4 and $71.3 ha!1. For PT/tenants, those incomes
are $72.7 and $71.3 ha!1. For EU/owners, those incomes are $164.4 and $163.5 ha!1.
For PT/Owners, those incomes are $164.4 and $164.2 ha!1. In contrast, we see in the
next section that the effects of both land tenure and decision objective parameter
values are much larger upon EVOI.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 EVOI in $ ha!1 certainty equivalent units for PT and a land owners and b land tenants. For
land owners (a), we show the representative cases for wref = {100, 232, 400} and ! = {1, 2.25, 3.5}. For
land tenants (b), we show representative cases for wref = {5, 20, 50, 80} and ! = {1, 2.25, 3.5}

wealth we assume, a finding consistent with other published results (e.g., Messina
et al. 1999; Letson et al. 2005). In the case of owner management (Fig. 3a), EVOI
increases nearly monotonically with r. In the case of tenant management (Fig. 3b),
the EVOI-risk aversion relationship is less consistent, with the EVOI increasing
initially but then remaining constant for r " 2, since diversified land allocations tend
to reduce effective climate forecast responses. The effect of different levels of initial
wealth w0 is minor throughout most of the range of risk preference and especially for
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Individual Differences
• Traditional Economics

• Risk aversion
• Time discount rate

• Behavioral Economics
• Loss aversion
• Present bias



Bounded rationality (Simon, 1957)

• Homo sapiens is subject to cognitive constraints
• Finite attention 
• Finite processing capacity 

• Query theory
(Johnson et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007)

- Choice options considered sequentially
- First option considered has a sizable advantage



Choice

Suppose you are purchasing a round trip flight from 
Los Angeles to New York city, and you are debating 
between two tickets, one of which includes a carbon 
tax [offset]. You are debating between the following 
two tickets, which are otherwise identical. Which 
would you choose? 

Ticket A Ticket B
$392.70 round trip ticket
includes a carbon tax 
[offset]

$385.00 round trip ticket 



Dirty Word or Dirty World study 
(Hardisty, Johnson, Weber, Psychological Science, 2010)
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Human Abundance I: Multiple Goals

• Material, psychological, social
• Often conflicting
• Goals influence decisions only when activated

• Culture affects chronic activation

• Choice context affects temporary activation 
• Different voting in church vs. school voting locales
• Choice architecture/nudging



Summary of Behavioral Tools to Change Energy and Environment Related Behavior
Yoeli et al., Behavioral Science and Policy, 2017



Human Abundance II: Multiple Decision Modes

• Calculation-based
• Including rational choice, prospect theory

• Emotion-based 
• Approach/avoidance
• Pride vs. fear/guilt

• Rule-based
• Descriptive norms

• “Do what everyone else is doing”
• Injunctive norms

• “Do what authority figure says”
• Social influence/social networks



Bringing social and physical environment into models of 
decision making à Obstacles

• “Nodes” in current network models are simple-minded
• Imitate neighbor or use other very simple rules

• Behavioral models 
• miss influence of social and physical environment
• fragmented over sub-disciplines without a coherent framework
• focus only on specific aspects of decision making
• vary in format from narratives to mathematical models



MoHuB 1.0

Stockholm Resilience Center



MoHub 2.0  (Constantino, Schlüter,  Weber, & Wijermans, 2020)

”as complex as necessary, as simple as possible” 







Large-Scale Behavioral Modeling of Land Use Decisions:
Questions for Discussion
• Why do it? For what purpose(s)?
• How do it? à beyond rational choice 

• How do all people differ from homo economicus?
• Goals
• Constraints
• Processing
• Other?

• How do people differ from each other?
• Too many degrees of freedom?
• Can we constrain these large combinations of differences to “types”?

• Clustering on what dimension(s)? 
• For what purpose? 
• Big-data availability? 
• Methods, tools?



Thank YOU for your (scarce) attention!

eweber@Princeton.edu
• elke-u-weber.com
• @elkeweber
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